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Goals 
 

 Review of the roles and responsibilities of the 

SGC, its members and the role of the process 

coach 

 

 Review strategies for: 

o running effective meetings  

o developing group leadership skills 

o team building / team effectiveness 

 

 Introduce the concepts of Advocacy and Leading 

Change 
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BUMPER STICKERS 

Doris was, like many busy people, overworked and a bit stressed. One day on her way home, 

she realized that she had forgotten about an important SGC meeting that she needed to attend. 

At about that point she also realized that the meeting was in fifteen minutes, and that she was at 

least twenty minutes away from the school. 

Frustrated and more stressed, she approached the next intersection and found herself second 

in line at the traffic light, which had just turned red. Anxious, she began to tap on the steering 

wheel and repeatedly looked at her watch. As the light turned green, the car in front of her 

stalled. She grew even more frustrated and anxious. Just as the light turned yellow, the driver of 

the car in front of her restarted the car and darted through the yellow light, leaving Doris at the 

red light for a second time. 

By now, she was ready to scream. She was surely going to be late for the meeting. Again she 

tapped the steering wheel and anxiously looked at her watch. Just as the light turned green, a 

school bus pulled into the intersection from the other direction and proceeded to signal a drop-

off with its flashing red lights. 

When no children appeared to be getting off of the bus, Doris became furious and began to 

blow the horn and shout at the bus driver. When this didn’t seem to work, she rolled down her 

window and began to scream a few obscenities at the bus driver.  Just as she thought that the 

bus was about to move, a loud pounding noise came from the back of her car. In a split second, 

a police officer appeared at her car window and proceeded to physically remove her from the 

car, placing her in handcuffs, and putting her in the back of his police cruiser. Doris became 

hysterical. Not only was she going to miss the meeting; she was sitting handcuffed in the back 

of a police car! 

The policeman called his supervisor to the scene, in an effort to get her to calm down.  After a 

few minutes, the police supervisor took Doris from the cruiser and removed her handcuffs. He 

explained that the first police officer had been right behind her at the light and had observed her 

irrational behavior. “More importantly” he said, the officer noticed the bumper stickers on her car 

proclaiming things like – Practice Random Acts of Kindness, Patience is a Virtue and God Bless 

Everyone…No Exceptions! – and in light of her behavior he was convinced that the car was 

stolen. 

What do your work and life related bumper stickers say about you? Can people tell your 

values by your actions? If someone were following you, would they think your ‘car’ was stolen? 

Great leaders never put out mixed or contradictory messages about their values. They operate 

from a level of clarity and value-driven purpose that allow them to walk their talk every day. 

Every one of us possesses this level of power. Sure – it’s easy to forget, get distracted, or even 

be afraid of our power. Nelson Mandela quoted Marianne Williamson in his 1994 inaugural 

speech, saying “Our deepest fear it that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our 

darkness, that most frightens us.” 

Excerpted from The Navigator’s Handbook: 101 Leadership Lessons for Work and Life – David A. O’Brien 
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School Governance Council Coaches 

Provided by Leadership Greater Hartford 

 
General Skills and Characteristics of a SGC Coach: 
 

 Promotes collaboration in challenging circumstances 

 Understands and values participative decision making 

 Is adept at communicating among individuals with varied backgrounds 

 Cultivates communication among others 

 Deals calmly and efficiently with stressful situations and people  

 Has the ability to step out of a situation and detach  

 Encourages creativity 

 Guides people without controlling them 

 Encourages learning among individuals and groups 

 Promotes constructive discussion about experiences in order to integrate learning 

 Uses good judgment while making independent decisions 

 Serves as a positive role model  

 Demonstrates humility and assertiveness 

 Demonstrates honesty and trustworthiness 

 Embraces an attitude of service without expecting full recompense 
 

SGC Process Coach Roles and Responsibilities: 

 Participate in SGC meetings, observing group dynamics, and facilitating team 
building and group process as needed 

 Attend training provided by LGH and by the district, to help councils keep on track to 
achieve their goals 

 Coach the meeting chair and/or the members in running meetings, (e.g. suggest 
formats for the agenda, processes to encourage divergent thinking, consensus 
building, mediate conflict, etc.) 

 Debrief and coach the meeting chair following meetings 

 Identify additional training needs of the SGC 

 Serve as a resource to the SGC, to help them address and complete the various 
deliverables prescribed in the SGC policy 

 Complete and submit electronic Process Coach Report Forms or emails after all 
SGC meetings (pgs. 17-20) 

 Attend coach check-ins hosted by LGH, to exchange ideas and serve as a resource 
to the process coach network and the LGH team 

 Stay neutral in their work 
 
 

Note: SGC Coaches are not held accountable for outcomes, 
or for the SGC meeting its deliverables. 
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Teamwork is a blend of... 

 

RELATIONSHIP 

 

 

TASK 

 

 

PROCESS 
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Teamwork Assessment 
How well are we functioning? 

 

 

Task Doing   

Well 
Needs 

Work 

Are we all on the same page; not attending to competing agendas? 

 

  

Have we identified what the real task is? 

 

  

Relationship 

 

Doing   

Well 
Needs 

Work 

Are we paying attention to each other and to other people? 

 

  

Are they and we included in a way that works for them, us and for 

the work? 

 

  

Process 

 

Doing   

Well 
Needs 

Work 

How are we going to get there? What are our action steps? 

 

  

How will we make decisions? Will our process be different, based 

on the decision? If so, what other decision making processes will 

we use? 

 

  

 

 

 

All of this is all of our responsibility! 
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Great Groups and Others 

Time needed: 30 minutes 

 

 Facilitator invites the group to identify characteristics of groups they have been in 

that are dysfunctional, unpleasant, don’t work, etc. Characteristics are listed on 

a flip chart. 

 

 Facilitator invites the group to identify characteristics of groups they have been 

in, that work well, are effective, etc. Characteristics are listed on a flip chart. 

 

 Discussion ensues about what makes them different, why one kind of group ‘feels’ 

better, etc. 

 

 

 Discuss (next page) “Participative and Conventional Groups.”  

 

 

 What are some of the benefits / challenges of those behaviors? 

 

 

 How can those challenges be resolved? 

 

 

 Is this SGC willing to work toward becoming a Participative Group? 
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Great Groups and Others - continued 

Participatory Groups Conventional Groups 

Everyone participates; not just the vocal few. The fastest thinkers and most articulate speakers 
get more air time. 
 

People give each other room to think and get their 
thoughts all the way out. 

People interrupt each other on a regular basis. 

Opposing viewpoints are allowed to co-exist within 
the room. 

Differences of opinion are treated as conflict that 
must either be stifled or “solved.” 

People draw each other out with supportive 
questions; “Is this you mean?” 

Questions are often perceived as challenges, as if 
the person being questioned has done something 
wrong. 
 

Each member makes the effort to pay attention to 
the person speaking. 

Unless the speaker captivates their attention, 
people space out, doodle*, check electronic 
devices or check the clock. (*doodling helps some 
people listen better) 
 

People are able to listen to each other’s ideas 
because they know their own ideas will also be 
heard. 

People have difficulty listening to each other’s 
ideas because they’re busy rehearsing what they 
want to say. 

Each member speaks up on matters of 
controversy. Everyone knows where everyone 
stands. 

Some members remain quiet on controversial 
matters. No one really knows where everyone 
stands. 

Members can accurately represent each other’s 
points of view – even when they don’t agree with 
them. 

People rarely give accurate representations of the 
opinions and reasoning to those whose opinions 
are at odds with their own. 

People refrain from talking behind each other’s 
backs. 

Because they don’t feel permission to be direct 
during the meeting, people talk behind each 
other’s backs outside of the meeting. 
 

Even in the face of opposition from the person-in-
charge, people are encouraged to stand up for 
their beliefs. 

People with discordant minority perspectives are 
commonly discouraged from speaking out. 

A problem is not considered solved until everyone 
who will be affected by the solution understands 
the reasoning. 

A problem is considered solved as soon as the 
fastest thinkers have reached an answer. Everyone 
else is then expected to “get on board” regardless 
of whether s/he understands the logic of the 
decision. 
 

When people make an agreement it is assumed 
that the decision still reflects a wide range of 
perspectives. 

When people make an agreement it is assumed 
that they are all thinking the exact same thing. 
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Guidelines for Team Guidelines 
 

In addition to following whatever bylaws might exist, LGH strongly advises that early in a group’s 

existence, it develops a set of guidelines about how they will conduct their business. The 

Guidelines should minimally include the following issues: 

 

Attendance. Be explicit about expectations for attendance and notification of inability to attend. 

In other words, who should members notify if they cannot attend, and what are the expectations 

for missing meetings? 

 

Communication. Determine how minutes will be shared with absent members. Be sure to 

accommodate those who do not have e-mail. (If minutes are to be mailed, consider how to 

handle postage, etc. One suggestion is that those who do not have e-mail give a stamped, 

addressed envelope to whoever will mail the minutes to them.) 

 

Decisions. Determine how decisions will be made and how many members of the team must 

be present in order for the team to make a decision. We strongly suggest NOT voting on 

matters of substance, but working for consensus instead. (See Facilitator’s Guide to 

Participatory Decision-Making by Sam Kaner for more information on reaching consensus and 

the differences between consensus and unanimity.) 

 

Discussions. Some teams explicitly define how they will conduct their discussions (e.g. “People 

will raise their hands to be recognized”) but some do not. If the team does not set such 

guidelines and finds discussions are too chaotic or confrontational, they may want to revisit this 

issue and establish guidelines. Other teams like more of a free-for-all and thrive within such a 

culture! 

 

Keeping focus. Some teams find it helpful to establish a “parking lot” where they post ideas 

that are brought up but cannot effectively or appropriately be addressed at that time. If they 

have a parking lot, the team needs to decide when they should revisit the items in the “parking 

lot” (at the end of the meeting? next meeting?). 

 

Setting an agenda. Who does it? What form does it take? Some teams make this the last item 

on each meeting’s agenda and develop it collaboratively (e.g., “What do we need to do at our 

next meeting?”). Other teams ask that the facilitator of the next meeting develop the agenda for 

that meeting and distribute it prior to the meeting. Some teams identify who on the team is 

responsible for each item on the agenda and include that information on the agenda. Some 

teams are more informal about their agendas, but whether the team sends it out ahead of time, 

passes it out at the meeting, writes it on an easel or just talks about what the agenda is at the 

beginning of the meeting, LGH strongly recommends that the team decide how they want to 

handle agenda setting and revisit their plan if it doesn’t seem to work (Kaner has an excellent 

section on agenda setting). 
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Guidelines for Team Guidelines - continued 

 

Process observation. LGH strongly recommends that the team develop some system for 

reviewing its group process. This role is one that the process coach fills, but as the group 

becomes more sensitive to its group process, this might take the form of a member of the team 

serving as a process observer and rotating that responsibility each meeting. The process 

observer would have the authority to interrupt proceedings if s/he observed some process issue 

(e.g., “I notice that we haven’t heard from everyone on this topic. Could we go around the table 

and each of us state our opinion?”) and/or might give a brief report at the end of the meeting on 

how the group process is working. The handout Great Groups and Others – Conventional 

Groups and Participative Groups and the group’s own Full Value Contract provide criteria 

helpful to observing group process. The point is that many groups get totally focused on the task 

and ignore their group process; having a guideline for addressing group process helps to create 

awareness that process is important and brings to the group’s attention process difficulties 

before they become barricades. 

 

Meeting closure. LGH strongly recommends the regular use of the End of Day process as 

described in the Full Value Contract. This provides a routine way for all members of the group to 

take responsibility for their actions in creating and sustaining a collaborative and positive group 

environment. 
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The Full Value Contract 

The Full Value Contract is the process in which a group agrees to find positive value in the efforts of its 

members. This positive value is expressed in encouragement, goal setting, group discussion, and 

confrontation with a positive intent, a spirit of forgiveness, and taking ownership for behavior and 

outcomes individually and as a group. In other words, as individuals succeed, the group succeeds.  

The OUTCOME of a Full Value Contract is a document that represents behaviors that the group agrees 

will allow them to be successful as well as behaviors that the group agrees will be unacceptable and 

therefore prevent success. Once the document is created through a facilitated process each member of 

the group will agree to live by the principles of the contract. The contract can be amended at any time 

during the life of the group.  

The process by which a Full Value Contract is developed:  

Using a facilitator the group is FIRST asked to brainstorm all the positive attributes/behaviors that will help 

the group succeed in their mission. For example, compassion, trust, being on time, encouraging others 

and open communications, are just a few of the behaviors the members of the group should commit to or 

attributes that individuals should demonstrate within the group. The facilitator lists each behavior/attribute 

on the flip chart, posting pages as they are filled up. 

When the group is satisfied that they have exhausted all the positive things they would like to have the 

group use in dealing with the one another, each person is asked to place a check mark by each and 

every behavior they are willing to embrace and commit to.  

Taking a new sheet of paper, group members sketch around one of their hands to make a large circle. All 

behaviors and attributes that were checked by everyone in the group then get written inside the circle. 

A SECOND brainstorm then takes place. Here the negative behaviors/attributes are recorded, i.e., the 

things that will tear the group apart and probably cause failure in achieving what the group set out to do. 

For example, talking behind one another’s back, cursing, coming late to team meetings, etc. These 

behaviors are written directly on the flip chart paper with the circle of hands, but they are written 

OUTSIDE the circle. Rather than selecting those that all agree to, the group is asked to recognize that if 

anyone engages in any of these behaviors, it causes stress and problems for at least one person in the 

group.  

Once the flip chart is complete, discussion then follows about how the group feels about the “contract”. 

The group as a whole is asked to commit to live by the principles embodied in the positive behaviors and 

to avoid the negative behaviors all together. Once everyone has agreed, the Full Value Contract truly 

becomes a BEHAVIOR contract for every member of the group. Additions to the contract can be made at 

any time throughout the history of the group with the agreement of the memberships.  

A SECOND OUTCOME of the process that leads to the behavior contract is personal goal setting wherein 

each member of the group articulates one goal they set for themselves. Following the creation of an 

agreement to the Full Value Contract, each individual within the group is asked to articulate one personal 

goal that they have for themselves that they would like to work on during the period that the group is 

active in pursuit of the larger group goal. Since everyone is aware of everyone else’s goal, they can be 

supportive of one another in helping reach goals. The best goals are those that not only allow the 

individual to be successful but the group to be successful as a result. Do not choose goals that are  
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The Full Value Contract - continued 

outside the domain of the group’s objective. For example, getting a certain grade in a college course as 

an individual is a goal that the individual may consider worthy, however it’s unlikely that the group can be 

helpful in achieving this goal. On the other hand if someone decides that their goal is to be a better 

listener, the group can be involved in helping that individual achieve that goal, both by being supportive 

and giving feedback. Periodically throughout the time the group is together, time is set aside at the end of 

meetings to check in with everyone regarding how they are doing with their goals; it’s a way to remind 

everyone that they wanted to improve certain areas, and a way to check in and see how they are doing.  

A THIRD outcome is an agreement to use an “End of Day” process each time the group meets.  

There are FIVE questions that are asked as follows:  

 Does anybody have any AMENDS? This is an opportunity for any member of the group to apologize 

for any behavior that proved to be inappropriate. For example, if an individual is consistently late for 

the meeting the individual can take responsibility for that and through correctional behavior show the 

rest of the group that they are serious about changing the behavior.  

 Would anyone like to express GRATITUDE? This is an opportunity for any members of the group 

to share things that they are happy about. For example, if one member was the subject of a 

particularly thoughtful act by another member of the group this is a chance to say thanks. It’s also just 

an opportunity to express good feelings, i.e., “I am grateful for the beautiful weather!” 

 Would anyone like to give CREDIT? This is an opportunity to praise individuals or entire groups for 

worthy accomplishments or behaviors. For example, “I would like to give the group credit for working 

through a tough impasse and coming up with a positive result”.  

 Does anyone have any CONCERNS? This is an opportunity to express concerns at any level. For 

example, “I’m concerned that we are not going to make our goals if we don’t find a way to 

__________”. Or, “I’m concerned that Joe missed the last two meetings and we need his input to get 

closure on an important issue”. 

 Does anyone want to ask for HELP? Just as the title suggests, this is an opportunity for any 

member of the group to ask for help. It need not necessarily be something that is the group’s domain. 

Rather, it can be something that an individual group member is having a particularly difficult time with 

and wants support or help from other members of the team. Usually the feelings the individual is 

having and the reason for asking for help is that the cause is adversely affecting the individual’s 

effectiveness in the group. In other words, it is distracting from the individual’s ability to operate at 

peak effectiveness. Either that or the individual just doesn’t know where to turn for help and trusts this 

group to be willing to be compassionate in his/her regard.  

Different group members can take turns facilitating this “End of Day” process. The End of Day process is 

a powerful tool for getting every member of the group to feel included and to build trust within the ranks. 
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Staying Focused on the Process… 
 
 
1. Identify the key areas of focus and operational goals for your SGC this year. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
2. In your words, what results would you like to see you SGC achieve? 
 
 

 

 
3. How would you like your SGC to work together to achieve those results? 
 
 

 

 
 
4. Are there “Red Flags” (sensitive areas) that your SGC might want to watch out for, 

communicate about, and/or ask for help with …? 
 
 

 

 
5. What are your next steps as an SGC, including who will do what what and when? 
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Advocacy and Leading Change 
 

Engagement Principles: 

o Widen the circle of involvement 
 Involve the Many from the beginning 
 Provide opportunities for direct involvement 
 Include leaders from all levels from the beginning 

 
o Connect people to each other 

 Shared experience 
 Relationships 
 Purpose 
 Storytelling 

 
o Create communities for action 

 Create a compelling purpose 
 Put people at the center 
 Value differences 
 Encourage dialogue 
 Unleash talent 
 Commit to the community where you work 
 Give back 

 
o Promote fairness 

 Increase information sharing 
 Involve people in decisions that affect them 
 Increase autonomy 
 Listen as if your life depends on it 

 

Key Practices: 

o Honesty 
o Transparency  
o Trust 

 
 

Source: Richard Axelrod, Terms of Engagement: New Ways of Leading and Changing 

Organizations (second edition), 2010 (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers). 
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ADDENDUM  

 SGC Coach Process Report 

 Sample Table of Contents 

 Sample Agenda 

 Sample Meeting Ground Rules 

 Sample Meeting Process Evaluation 

Questions 
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Sample Hartford School Governance Council Process Coach Report 
 

Directions to SGC Coaches: Please complete the following based on how you perceived the group 
dynamics during your SGC's meeting. When possible, provide a brief explanation of your rating, citing 

examples in the space provided. If the rating is unfavorable, also indicate any action you took or plan to 
take to assist the group in moving toward a more collaborative and participatory culture. 

 
Thank you for your report. 

1. Everyone participated; not just the vocal few. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
2. People gave each other room to think and get their thoughts all the way out. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
3. Opposing viewpoints were allowed to co-exist. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)
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4. Questions were often perceived as challenges; as if the person being questioned had done 
something wrong. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
5. Each person made the effort to pay attention to the person speaking. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
6. People attentively listened to each other; they appeared comfortable, and confident that their 
ideas would also be heard. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
7. When controversial issues were discussed, most members spoke up. Group members asked for 
opinions from those who had not spoken. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
8. People were encouraged to stand up for their beliefs, even if they were the only one with that 
perspective. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 
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Other (please specify)

 
 

9. Problems were not considered solved until everyone indicated that they understood the reasoning 
and was comfortable with moving forward. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
10. Agreements were "checked out" to make sure that people were thinking the same thing. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
11. The (parent or other) chair demonstrated effective leadership skills. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
12. The principal acted as a resource to the council, assisting in making informed decisions. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)
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13. Most decisions were arrived at by consensus. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 6  
Strongly Agree 

Other (please specify)

 
14. Anything else you'd like to share..... 

 
* 

15. Demographics of Meeting Attendees 

 
Men 

How 
Many? 

Women 
How 

Many 

0 

Asian American/Pacific Islander
 

 

1
 

How 
Many? 

Caucasian
 

 

2
 

How Many 

1 

Native American
 

 

7
 

How 
Many? 

Other - Please Describe Below
 

 

3
 

How Many 

2 

Latino(a)/Hispanic
 

 

1
 

How 
Many? 

African American/West Indian
 

 

1
 

How Many 

Other (please specify)  

16. Enter your full name and the name of your SGC 

 
Enter your full name and the name of your SGC 

Source: Kaner, S. et al, Facilitator’s Guide to Participatory Decision-Making, Second Edition, 2007, p. xviii. 

Done
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Sample – Table of Contents 

for SGC Notebooks 
  

1. Overview of the school; it’s makeup, mission, and key players 

 

2.  Responsibilities of the School Governance Council: 

a. Hartford Public Schools SGC Policy 

b. Responsibilities 

c. Agenda timelines 

 

3.  Review Roles/Responsibilities for: 

a.  Mentor/Coach 

b.  Each Council Member 

c.  Parent Co-Chair   

d. Principal 

 

4. Monthly SGC Coach’s Process Report 

 

5.  Logistics: 

a. Council Members’ Contact Information 

b. Meeting Times and Dates 

c. Mandatory District Training 

 

6.  School Accountability Plan  

a.  School Compact –Parent and Student 

 

7. Process: 

a. Agenda Format 

b. Consensus Decision Making 

c. Meeting Minutes 
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Sample – Agenda 
 (School) 

School Governance Council 

November 21, 2013 

5:00pm – 7:00pm 

 

5:00pm – Welcome      SGC Chair 

Acceptance of the Minutes – October 30, 2013 

Review of the Agenda 

 

5:05 –5:15pm – Getting to Know You Activity  Principal 

 

5:15-5:25pm    School Update      SGC Chair 

 

5:25-5:55pm    Elections 

 

5:55 – 6:15pm   Review of the Accountability Plan 

 What questions for clarification do you have? 

 What suggestions regarding the Plan do you have 

 Are there any strategies that you would suggest adding? 

 

6:15- 6:50pm    Understanding of the School Compact 

 Over view of the intent/purpose of the School compact 

 What are the components that need to be addressed? 

 “10 steps to Success” Where are we? 

 

6:50 -7:00pm    Reflection on the meeting (End of Day / Evaluation) 

 What are you grateful for at this meeting? 

 What observations would you make about tonight’s meeting? 

 

Future Agenda Items 

 School Compact 

 

Next meeting date:  December 21, 2013 
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Sample – Meeting Process Evaluation Questions 

 
1. Do you have any comment on your general impression of this meeting?  

 

2. Did we meet your expectations? 

 

3. How effective were we in keeping the agenda and discussions moving? 

 

4. Did we give adequate time to each agenda item? 

 

5. Were our discussions respectful of all participants? 

 

6. Were our discussions and decisions reflective and in harmony with our 

mission as a SGC? 

 

7. Is there an area for improvement? 
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End of Day Process – AND 1 

 
1. Does anyone have any Amends?  An opportunity for anyone to 

apologize for any behavior that proved to be inappropriate.  For 

example: consistently late for the meeting. 

 

2. Would anyone like to express Gratitude?  An opportunity to thank 

someone. 

 

3. Would anyone like to Give Credit?  An opportunity to praise others 

or the group for worthy accomplishments or behaviors.  For 

example: Giving the group credit for working through a tough 

situation and coming up with a positive result. 

 

4. Does anyone have any Concerns?  An opportunity to express 

concerns at any level. For example: Expressing concern that 

someone has missed several meetings.  

 

5.  Does anyone want to ask for Help?  An opportunity to ask for 

assistance from the group or from individuals within the group.  

 

6. What are we going to do Next… individually and as a team?  There 

needs to be an agreed upon plan at the end of every meeting. 

 


